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First problem



# Consumers 
public web: PHP & JavaScript 

administrative apps 

infrastructure 

mobile apps



… emerging trend in ca. 2013: 

API first  
development



Second problem



Performance 
time to device 
non-concurrent PHP



Shaping our  
mental model



keep it REST (as in v2) 
services 
declaration of endpoints in code 
input validation 

Ideas we kept



  

decouple endpoints from framework 

auto-generate routes, clients: PHP, JS 

meta-endpoints that consume our API

New ideas



  

meta-endpoints that consume our API

  

decouple endpoints from framework 

auto-generate routes, clients: PHP, JS 

 

New ideas



cURL













How we built it



Etsy API Perspectives



https://www.etsy.com/api/v3/ajax/public/teams 
                                                       /member/ 

                                                    /shop/ 
                                                    /admin/ 

                                                     /infrastructure/ 
                                                    /application/ 



Etsy API Services



Ajax 
Atlas 

Internal 
EtsyApps 
OpenAPI 

DataFeeds 
…



Example request
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Three tiers
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Język dziedzinowy
DSL of Etsy endpoints

domänenspezifische Sprache von 
Endpunkten langage dédié 

زبان مختص به دامنه



route()	

desc()	

resultType()	

handle($client,	$input,	$response)

required



declareInput($input)	

includedServices()	

cacheTtlSeconds()

optional



Validation of input



Output types



     Tooling:  
     Route compiler & 
     Auto-client generation

https://www.etsy.com/listing/192043815/1880s-vintage-toolbox-full-of-tools



Operations:  
Architecture implications



            PHP: 
          short lived 
single threaded 
               shared nothing



pain point of shared nothing: 

bootstrap



Problem:  

PHP time to request



Experiment: 

HHVM





HHVM  
Average Response Time 

12 Hour

PHP 5 / Zend  
Average Response Time 

12 Hour



Balancing load 
            Problem:

on cluster



Where wouldn’t  
this work?



Operations: 
Tooling



Tooling: 
 CrossStitch

https://www.etsy.com/listing/192043815/1880s-vintage-toolbox-full-of-tools





<someserver>



Tooling: 
 Fanout-Manager

https://www.etsy.com/listing/192043815/1880s-vintage-toolbox-full-of-tools



Tooling: 
datafindr

https://www.etsy.com/listing/192043815/1880s-vintage-toolbox-full-of-tools





Tooling:(wanted)  
Identify unused endpoints

Tooling:(wanted)  
Identify unused endpoints

https://www.etsy.com/listing/192043815/1880s-vintage-toolbox-full-of-tools



Developer adoption



How did we “sell” it?



..too fast to keep up!



White space  
gets filled with code



Documentation!!

https://www.etsy.com/listing/275337876/eclectic-elements-documentation-half



Pockets of patterns



sbirksted: wants contract between  
set of items an endpoint will return,  

set of items that the app knows how to format. jdonato: code organization: compiler in same 
space as endpoints  ಠ_ಠ

stan: we can compose endpoints, but for composable views we 
still have to repeat things. 

Can we lift composability into the view?

cconstable: can we mock a typed resource? 
Can we automatically traverse it?

kgessner: unsample API type errors and make 
them more prominent to enforce guarantees. 



Trust + Guidance



Work in  
progress



3rd party?

Versioning?

ACI?
Caching?

Edge?



Conclusion



What did we learn? 

   



What did we learn? 

       Did we succeed?



“We desperately need to figure out a scheme for 
allowing concurrency or else we're going to have 

performance problems forever.” 
- Andrew Morrison (Etsy)
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                                           Where we are now: 

Responsibility 
 division between 

            device and server 



Thank you <3 
I’m Stefanie Schirmer 
                                               @linse 


